
Julian Retro Ride 
Aka: Wynola, Banner Grade and Engineers Road Loop 

19 October 2013 

By Rob Verfurth 

Route Description:  Start at Julian Pie Shop in Santa Ysabel, head up to Wynola Road, down Banner 

Grade, return to Julian and out to Engineers Road.  Return back along Pine Hills and descend back down 

to Santa Ysabel 

Weather:  bright sunshine and cool start in the mid-50’s.  Day warmed to high 60’s by the end of the 

ride 

Riders: Bernie B, Rick B, Mike Hodges, Jeff L, Eileen, Jeff S, Bryan & Monica B, Tony O, Guido, Geoff B 

and Rob.  We also saw Matt Babb and Larry Tanzo a few times during the ride. 

Group Start at Julian Pie Shop in Santa Ysabel 

This was planned to be our annual fall Julian Retro Ride.  Oleg organized the route and ride.  He picked a 

great day as the weather cooperated and we had a great group of riders out in the mountain roads 

around Julian.  Many of us met on Spring Meadow for the car pool to the start.  As we drove through 

Ramona I spotted Matt Babb and Larry Tanzo riding into town.  We pulled over and we are able 

exchange a few words.  They were riding to meet us on the ride.  It was 7:30 am and I estimated that 

they had been riding for more than 1.5 hours already.  We drove to Santa Isabel and quickly realized 

that Larry and Matt had many miles to catch up to us. 



 
Geoff, Jeff and Guido on Wynola 

 
Geoff, Jeff, Guido & Tony on Wynola 

 

The group got ready to ride when Jeff S discovered a problem with his cable for the rear derailleur.  Rick 

tried to help him fix it.  Hodges was his usual impatient self and proclaimed he was off.  Matt and Larry 

would be able to catch us.  Geoff, Jeff L, Guido and I started to ride up the climb towards Julian.  Mike 

quickly fell back so the four of us pedaled to Wynola with Geoff leading the way.  Tony caught up and we 

cruised along Wynola.  About halfway up the climb Rick flew by us like we were standing still.  He was 

pushing the pace for the segment.  Rick scored a new KOM time on Wynola Road, as expected.  

We regrouped at the intersection for Banner Grade and all descended into even warmer weather as we 

approached the desert.  Jeff L, Monica and I turned around soon after the Banner Store while most of 

the riders continued toward Scissors Crossing.  

 
Guido & Rick at top of Banner Grade 

 
Retro Bernie 



Jeff L took off while Monica and I had a nice leisurely pace back up into Julian.  We saw Matt and Larry 

flying down Banner Grade as we approached town so we thought everyone would regroup at the 

designated spot—the Julian Pie Shop in town. 

 
Geoff, Bryan, Guido and Bernie on Banner 

 
Group at bottom of Banner Grade 

 
Jeff up Banner 

 

After more than 30 minutes of waiting, the group finally rolled into the pie shop.  Most riders went all 

the way to the Scissors Crossing intersection and some even farther.  Geoff had a flat and he was last to 

the regroup.  They did not see Matt and Larry—my guess is they turned around and started to climb 

before the main group was heading back up Banner. 

 
Eileen & Rick at Julian Pie  

 
The boys from UK at Julian Pie Shop 

 

We rolled out of Julian and took the turn onto Pine Hills Road.  The group sped along Eagle Peak Road 

with Geoff B back on point.  He must have been feeling strong and he sure rode strong.  Mike, Geoff and 

Tony split off the front a bit and missed the turn onto Boulder Creek Road.  We sent Rick and Bernie to 

chase but they were gone.  



Heading to Engineers Road 

After a short stop at the intersection, the rest of the group kept going along Boulder Creek with the 

expectation that the lost boys would turn back to find us. 

 
Geoff leading to Engineers  

 
Rick on point on Eagle Peak Road 

 

It took them awhile but the lost sheep finally found their way and turned back to the planned route.  We 

all descended to start the climb up Engineers Road.  I got passed by many and enjoyed the views while I 

pedaled alone on the switchbacks and climb toward the fire station overlooking Lake Cuyamaca. 

With about a mile to go I spotted Jeff L up ahead.  I pushed and passed him on the steep climb section.  I 

passed Eileen and saw Jeff S and Rick right as we got to the new fire station. Guido and Bernie were 

already at the station.  We all took a nice water break, used the facilities and talked to the guy on duty.  



 
Cruisin’ on Eagle Peak Road 
 
 

 
Monica and Bryan sweeping 

 
Rick on Boulder Creek Road 

 

We waited and waited for the others.  Jeff L turned back early as he had family responsibilities in the 

afternoon.  Our newest Descenders members, Bryan and Monica, also turned back on Engineers Road.  

Mike and Tony eventually showed up. Geoff had another flat and was last one to the fire station.  We 

started to head back out just as Geoff arrived.  He took a water break and was again at the back of the 

pack for the return towards Julian. 



 
Directions Anyone?? 
 
We climbed back as a group and descended fast down Engineers Road.  I had my third sighting of Larry 
and Matt for the day as they were climbing up the long switchbacks of Engineers.  I should have stopped 
to say hi but was moving at a good clip.  A good wave was all I got off as we flew by each other. 
 

 
View South from Engineers Road 
 



 
Returning on Engineers Road 

 
Smiling Mike Hodges 

 
We retraced our steps along Boulder Creek and Eagle Peak to get back to the intersection of Pine Hills 
Road where we again waited.  Everyone was accounted for except Geoff.  Did he have another flat?  
After some discussion we decided to go back to find Geoff.  
 

 
Back looking for Geoff on Boulder Creek Road 



The group sped along with Hodges again off the front.  He again took a wrong turn but I was able to yell 
to get the attention of the two other riders he led astray.  We rode all the way back to the bottom and 
start of Engineers Road climb, no sightings of Geoff.  Tony was sure he had ridden with Geoff to the 
bottom of Engineers. Jeff S and Eileen remembered that they were together on part of the climb along 
Boulder Creek.  Where was Geoff?  We were now running short of water and time.   
 
Where were Matt and Larry?  They should have returned from the fire station by now.  Turns out they 
kept going down highway 79 and back toward La Mesa.  They finished with huge miles and elevation—
125+ miles and 11,000 of climbing.  Awesome riding by Larry and Matt. 
 

 
Hodges, Rick, Tony & Bernie on Pine Hills Road 
 
We pedaled back to Pine Hills and decided to skip the climb back up to Wynola Road.  We were down to 
8 riders with Geoff somewhere out on the road.  We motored down highway 78/79 heading towards 
Santa Ysabel.  The finish was back at the Julian Pie Shop.  It was now well after 1 pm and had become 
just a beautiful afternoon.  The ride for me was 61 miles and about 6,500 feet of climbing.  Others had 
5+ miles more depending on Banner Grade.  Geoff was waiting for us at the pie shop.  He had taken a 
wrong turn and ended up on Pine Hills Road at a different intersection.  We missed each other when we 
went back to look for him.  Lesson learned-develop a game plan when riders separate.  It was another 
classic Descenders group ride and a great way to spend the day.  I bought a pie and we drive home. 
 


